Meeting Minutes of the

Federation Executive Board (FEB)/Chapter Presidents’ Meeting
July 12, 2022
Lizard’s Thicket Restaurant
Lexington, SC
The in-person South Carolina Federation Executive Board (FEB)/Chapter
Presidents’ meeting was called to order at 11:05 am by Federation President
Patricia Whitely. Seventeen (17) members and guests were in attendance. The
attendance roster is attached below.
Introductory observations, respects, and logistics:
--A moment of silence was observed
--President Whitely led the group in the pledge of allegiance
--A quorum was confirmed by Parliamentarian Harry Brown

President Whitely Introductory Comments:
President Whitely introduced herself as the new and incoming Federation
President and asked that each meeting attendee identify themselves and their
respective chapter. Most chapter Presidents/Representatives took the
opportunity to provide a summary of the status of their chapters to include a
multitude of topics, ranging from the upcoming Alzheimer’s’ walks, attendance
and recruit challenges, community events, chapter business, and meeting locales.
Chapter President reports are attached below.
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Past Meeting Minutes Vote and Approval:
Federation Secretary Kevin Toevs requested a vote/approval of the previous
FEB/Chapter Presidents’ meeting/minutes, conducted on February 10, 2022, and
the 2022 Federation Annual Conference meeting/minutes, on March 10, 2022,
both of which have been posted on the Federation website for all to
review/comment. A motion to accept these two meeting minutes as posted was
called for and made by Joe Kohut and seconded by Bob Huisman. A unanimous
vote followed and both meeting minutes were approved as posted on the
website.

Presentation of Chapter Anniversary Certificates:
President Whitely presented National issued anniversary certificates to the
respective chapters, to wit Beaufort (55 yrs), Hilton Head (35 yrs), Charleston (70
yrs), and Greenville (65 yrs).

Treasurer’s Report:
Federation Treasurer Betty Hawkins provided the FY 2022-2023 proposed
Federation budget and advised an excess of funds exists due to the on-going
COVID pandemic and that these funds can be accessed if needed. One expense
was added, which was the renewal of the Federation website, to wit $106.61 (one
payment). Liability insurance was also included. A vote was then called for to
approve the proposed FY 2022-2023 Federation budget as presented. A motion
was made by Joe Kohut and seconded by Bob Huisman. All voted in favor to
approve the budget as presented. A copy of the FY 2022-2023 budget is provided
below.
An audit for FY 2021-2022, which ended March 31, was performed by Paul
Donahue. A special thanks goes out to him for performing this function. The
federal tax return form (990-N) has been filed by the Federation and accepted by
the IRS. Financial institution notification was made as to a name change for the
In-First Bank. It is unknown if InFirst checks will need to be replaced when a
merger and name change occurs.
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New Federation Service Officer Vote and Approval:
President Whitely proposed a vote to approve Harry Brown as the new and
incoming Federation Service Officer. A motion was made by Bob Huisman and
seconded by Deborah Riley. A discussion followed. A unanimous vote approved
Harry Brown as the new Federation Service Officer.
Federation Newsletter/Editor Replacement Discussion:
President Whitely advised an urgent need exists for the vacant Federation
Newsletter Editor position. It was requested that this position be advertised at
the chapter level for any interested members. Any interested candidates should
contact President Whitely. There is a potential issue with the continuation of the
Federation newsletter due to an un-disclosed issue. The Federation may have to
go back to the old way in which the newsletter was published and distributed.
Stand-by for further developments on this matter.
Legislative Updates:
Federation (State) Legislative Coordinator John Geiger provided an update brief.
There will be some training on the July 14 for congressional district leaders.
Challenges persist in contacting and scheduling meetings with the various
congressional leaders. Some other conference attendees also commented on
their efforts to contact congressional leaders. Specifically, attempts to contact
Congresswoman Nancy Macy, and discuss NARFE matters, have been
unsuccessful. Efforts will continue. Representatives Joe Wilson and Jim Clyburn
have been receptive to our contacts and efforts. Of particular importance is the
need to continue the Federation’s on-going advocacy efforts at the chapter level.
State Legislative Coordinator Geiger’s summary report is provided below.
Area Vice Presidents’ Reports:
None provided.
2023 South Carolina Federation Annual Conference Update:
President Whitely and Conference Committee Joe Kohut provided an update
brief. Liaison has been ongoing with Mr. Jason Russo, the hotel Marketing
Director at the Summerville Garden Inn in Summerville, SC. No pricing will be
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negotiated until a fixed date is provided. A target conference date of March 2729, 2023 has been provided and discussed. The challenges include obtaining the
attendee numbers needed to meet the contract. It is a possibility that the
conference registration fee/rate may have to be raised. A new contract with the
hotel will need to be signed, since the old contract (2022) cannot be used.
Subsequent to this discussion, a vote was requested to raise the conference
registration fee/rate to $85.00. A discussion followed on the proposed dates and
fee increase. A motion was then made to accept the above target conference
dates and the rate increase by Bob Huisman and seconded by Judithanne Hare. A
unanimous vote followed approving the conference dates and fee increase.
Membership/FEEA Update:
Federation Membership and FEEA Coordinator Clara Gillentine provided an
update brief. All Federation membership numbers are reflected in the attached
Membership report provided below. Coordinator Gillentine requested each
chapter review their rosters and update the membership numbers and positions.

Additionally, a FEEA report was provided. Scholarship, Disaster Fund status and
Cash Grants/contributions information and data is provided in a summary listed
below.

Federation Website Update:
President Whitely provided a brief for Federation Webmaster, Paul Donahue, who
could not attend due to his wife’s illness. Paul expressed his appreciation to all
those who provided cards and well wishes regarding his wife’s illness.

Regarding the Federation website, Paul Donahue, after 18 years of dedicated
service, has expressed his desire to step away from the webmaster duties and
responsibilities. He advised anyone who wants to assume this position would
receive guidance and instruction on the operation of the website. Bob Huisman
advised his spouse may be interested in the position of Federation Webmaster.
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NARFE-PAC Advocacy Update:
Federation NARFE-PAC Advocacy Coordinator Bill Greenhill provided a brief. A
summary of his comments is provided below.

Federation and Chapter By-laws Update:
Federation Executive Vice President (EVP) Robbie Ann White provided an update
brief on the status of revising the Federation By-laws and Operating Guideline.
The revisions are moving forward. Input has been obtained. A summary is
attached below. EVP White asked that all Federation and Chapter officers review
their positions and report any changes that may impact the By-laws and/or
Operating Guidelines revisions.

Federation Alzheimer’s Update:
Federation Alzheimer’s Coordinator Olivia Williams provided an update on the
current Alzheimer figures and status to date. A special thank-you was provided to
all those members who are participating and contributing to the effort. Webinars
are important to participate in. Coordinator Williams advised chapter dues
cannot be used for Alzheimer’s contributions/donations. A reminder was
conveyed that when registering your teams, do it under the “National Member
Team” category, so that the proper credit can be given. Her comments and
donation figures are reported in a comprehensive report, provided below.

Region III Vice President Remarks:
President Whitely read/presented some pre-drafted comments drafted by Region
III Vice President Clarence Robinson. They are as follows (verbatim):
--A letter of intent has been received to Purchase the NARFE Headquarters
Building. The National President, National Secretary Treasurer, and the Acting
Interim Executive Director has been tasked with bringing the information back to
the NEB for a vote.
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--Remind everyone to VOTE. Please talk to any member you have contact with to
also VOTE. In the last two (2) elections, we have only had 13,000 members to vote
out of over 150,000 members. We need a huge turnout to be successful.
--Only one of the four Candidates for President has indicated that they would
support Federations and Chapters. Candidate Gary Roundtree has indicated that
he will support and grow Chapters and Federations. Lynn Harper is the Region 3
Candidate that will make sure your wishes are known. She is the best Candidate
to replace Clarence. Kathy Hensley is running unopposed. She has done a great
job.
--Vote yes for the Proposed Changes to the Bylaws. Reject the two Proposed
changes as shown on the ballot.

Federation President Whitely concluding comments:
President Whitely advised the Federation Officer roster needs to be updated.
This review/update will be conducted by President Whitely and EVP White.

Next SC FEB/Chapter Presidents’ Meeting:
President Whitely reported the next FEB meeting is tentatively set for January
2023, which will be heavy on the conference agenda items.

Adjournment: President Whitely concluded the meeting at 2:31.

END
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SC Federation Legislative Chair (State) Report
July 12, 2022
General Assembly adjourned May 12, 2022
Accomplishments and Works in Progress: Reference Senator Tom Young, District 24, Update 26
May 2022
• Budget: Follow-on Joint Budget Committee Deliberations since June 15 since Senate
and House versions differed.
•

New Elections Law S.108: Signed by the Governor on May 13, it represents one of the
strongest Election laws in the nation per the Foundation for Government Accountability
(FGA). Some of the areas covered mentioned in their recent FGA news release :
absentee ballot applications (voter ID required); ban unsolicited distribution of absentee
ballot applications and ballots by government officials; require regular maintenance of
voter roll; strengthen the prohibition on non-citizen voting; establish a voter hotline.

•

Military Pensions no longer taxed in 2023: Affects NARFE Members who retired with a
pension from Active Duty and sets a precedent for others who receive a Federal pension
that is taxable by the State of South Carolina.

•

Topographic Mapping Using Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR): Requires topographic
LIDAR data collections by a certain time and every 7 years thereafter to be shared with
the SC Dept. of Natural Resources Flood Mitigation Program. House and Senate
versions differ so a conference committee to work out the differences by June 15.

•

Electronic Waste: This will require manufacturers of certain electronic devices to offer
an electronic waste recovery program, will establish television and computer monitor
collection sites, and will require DHEC to review and approve minimum plan
requirements. The Senate and the House differed on the same version of this bill so a
conference committee will likely work out the differences. That should happen before
June 15th.

Tip for NARFE Members related to State Legislators and Senators: Know your State Legislator
and State Senator and sign up for periodic updates when they are in session. Be familiar with
what your Representatives are voting for and let them know of those of interest to you. Why is
it important? Personal impact and your quality of life are at stake. State Legislature service
has historically been a pathway to the U. S. Congress.
Thanks for your continued support of NARFE and best regards.
John Geiger
Legislative Chairman (State), SC Federation
jjgeiger@aol.com
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT –
SC NARFE FED EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
7/12/2022

Since January 1 of this year we have had 10 new members join our organization.
For the same period of time we have had 37 members drop their chapter membership and I am
unable to get a report on the number of members who have dropped their National Only
Membership.
The National Office has sent to our federation the names of 51 prospective members.
Hopefully, all of these individuals have been contacted by our individual chapters.
178 members have renewed their membership so that is a good sign.
Total Chapter membership as of Monday July 11, 2022: 1,007
Total National Only membership as of Monday July 11, 2022: 945
OUTREACH:
My outreach has been that I delivered 200 NARFE magazines and 200 applications to Ft.
Jackson which were distributed on May 20th to attendees participating in the drive through
Retiree Appreciation Day.
I have contacted a representative of Federal Blue Cross Blue Shield who is checking on any
Health Fairs within the state that we might be able to participate in.
Chapter officer rosters: I would like to remind each chapter to review and update your Officer
Roster. I saw in some cases more than one person is holding the same position. Also, I noticed
that some chapters have National Legislative Officers and some have State Legislative Officers
and some have both. I think we should be consistent, if that’s possible.
There is a new Advocacy Leader Guide just out--FH-7 (06/22). The guide mentions legislative
chairs at the federation and chapter levels and Congressional District Leaders and Senatorial
Leaders.
Clara Gillentine
SC NARFE Federation Membership Coordinator
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NARFE-FEEA REPORT
SC NARFE FEDERATION EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
7/12/2022

SCHOLARSHIPS – The only information I have concerning scholarship applications is that the
deadline for applying for the NARFE-FEEA Scholarships has passed. That deadline was March 24
of this year. Finalists will be notified by mid-August.
DISASTER: - As for the Disaster Fund, I contacted the Region III FEEA Coordinator for any grants
that have been awarded this year for SC. She referred me to FEEA. The FEEA telephone
message told me to send an email to a representative in Colorado which I have done. The
representative replied there have been no grant requests this calendar year for SC.
Cash grants are still $500. Contributions to the NARFE-FEEA fund can be made online or by
mail. Check the NARFE magazine for instructions.
Submitted by Clara Gillentine
SC Federation
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FEDERATION NARFE-PAC COORDINATOR REPORT

I have found NARFE-PAC data on the NARFE web page concerning contributions from South
Carolina. NARFE-PAC tabulates contributions in 2-year periods. The most recent data is for 5
quarters through March 2022. In those 5 quarters NARFE members made 116
contributions totaling $10,030 with a mean contribution of $86.47. There were 11 sustainer
contributions.
Another report shows in the first 5 quarters through March 2020 there were 112 contributions
for a total of $5,040.00. The report shows zero sustainers in this time period.
I do not know how to interpret this increase. Did we get bigger contributions or were these
two reports somehow tabulated differently? Nonetheless, congratulations for having an
increase! Please continue to talk up NARFE-PAC contributions and sustainer contributions in
your meetings. I become a sustaining contributor as an example to your chapter. Contributions
can be done by credit card or automatic monthly payments from your credit card or retirement
check. Small contributions each month barely affect our budgets and add up for NARFE over
the year. NARFE-PAC is one of the most important tools we have to influence Congress to
support federal employees and retiree’s interests by rewarding elected official for their support
on NARFE supported legislation.
William Greenhill
Federation NARFE-PAC Coordinator
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FEDERATION ALZHEIMER’S CHAIR
ALZHEIMER’S REPORT

DATE:

July 11, 2022

TO:

NARFE SC Federation Meeting

FROM:

Olivia A. Williams, SC Alzheimer’s Coordinator

RE:

NARFE Alzheimer’s updates for May 2022 Reports and News

Good afternoon Federation Presidents Patricia Whitley, others Officers, Chapter Presidents and
others,
NARFE fundraising National total as of may 31, 2022, is $14,589,385.76. This includes
$3,960.00 from the Chapter Teams and the Captains in the amount raised from the 2021
Longest Day and $79,778.98 raised from the 2021 Walk to End Alzheimer’s contributions which
was reported last month and is included at the bottom of your NARFE Federation State Totals
Sheet.
During may 2022, our members raised a total of $130,610.52 up $113,439.71 from this time in
MAY 2021towards OUR NEW GOAL IS NOW $15 MILLION BY DECEMBER 2024.
We have raised $570,668.72 in the first eleven months of FY 2022 compared to $227,722.83 in
FY 2021, which is up $342,945.89. Super Great Job NARFE Chapters even though we are still
going through the Coronavirus Pandemic, along with many new Variants and many chapters are
still not meeting.
The Longest Day: The longest Day is the day with the most light-the summer solstice. The
Longest Day donations deadline is July 31, 2022.
THE 2022 WALKS TO END ALZHEIMER’S NARFE IS GOAL $100,000.00: Let us encourage our
Chapters to work a little harder in order for us to reach this GOAL. I have sent out the Dates of
the Walks to End Alzheimer’s that are already scheduled. However, please continue to check
your states for additional dates. Also, Chapters to be sure to register your Chapter Teams
under NARFE NATIONAL MEMBER WALK TEAMS, so that the funds raised will be counted under
NARFE TEAMS Totals.
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***Please remember that Funds raised through Walk to End Alzheimer’s support the full mission
of the Alzheimer’s Association, which includes care and support programs for communities
across the country. Beginning in 2019 any funds raised by NARFE through its National Walk
team will count towards our goal of raising $15 million for the Alzheimer’s cause by the end of
2024.
Reminder, Chapters should not be holding their NARFE Alzheimer’s Research donations. They
should be sending in the donations monthly and this is in the Chapter and Federation Manuals.
Thanks again for all you and your NARFE Chapter Teams continue to do in the Fight to find a
cure for Alzheimer’s disease and all your hard work. However, should you have any questions
or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Olivia A. Williams
oeashf3@gmail.com
803-318-7890Cell
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CHAPTER PRESIDENT REPORT
BLUFFTON/MYRTLE BEACH #2258

Since the start of the pandemic in 2020, we have held our meetings via ZOOM as our regular
meeting place, the Golden Corral in Bluffton, closed down. Our average attendance was
between nine and 15 members, not much different than our in-person sessions. For a year
and-a-half I looked for a new meeting place, finally finding one on Hilton Head - the Hilton Head
Rec Center and we held several meetings before our chapter's summer break. We were able to
include some folks via ZOOM at these meetings, but our average remained the same as in the
past, about a dozen. I encouraged those in Bluffton to attend, but I learned that travel to a
location outside of where they lived was not what they want to undertake. The speakers we
got were more than happy to attend via ZOOM and their presentations were great and
appreciated by the audience. They appreciated the opportunity to use their audio/visual
equipment at their location instead of bringing it ours. So, my biggest problem is getting more
members to participate by traveling to a location outside of their comfort zone. I do fear that
the introduction of the latest variant of the COVID-19 virus (B-5) will make it more difficult to
increase attendance at future meetings. I do not blame them as many are elderly with previous
existing conditions, but I continue to encourage them to "tune in" to the meetings via ZOOM so
they are involved.
I have been the chapter president for 5/6 years and there is no chance this chapter will survive
should I decide to resign. I have no problem staying but our officers currently have more than
one role/responsibility which is getting a bit old. If it wasn't for the fact that we believe in
NARFE, this chapter would be closed. Not a threat - just a fact.
Bob Huisman, President, NARFE Chapter 2258

]
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CHAPTER PRESIDENT REPORT
FLOWERTOWN/SUMMERVILLE

Summerville Chapter has been meeting since September 2020, initially virtually but we
returned to a hybrid meeting in person meetings at our normal meeting place, Dorchester
Senior Center. Normally we have between 20-25 members attend and a few who dial in. Many
of the regular attendees no longer attend, so attendance is overall down since COVID.

We have our holiday party in December with luncheon which is always well attended. Also,
since we don’t meet in June, July and August, we have outdoor picnic luncheon for our May
meeting each year – also well attended.

Marian Henry is always able to obtain great guest speakers to cover subjects that our members
are interested in. Of course, BC/BS open season updates are always well attended, we have our
biggest attendance then.

Our chapter participated in the Walk to End Alzheimer’s in October 2021. We raised over
$2000.00. We are scheduled to participate in the 2022 Walk in October 2022.

Our chapter members also work with a local Hospice Food Drive from November to December
providing non-perishable food items to need Hospice patients.
Overall, our chapter financial situation is excellent. Our Treasurer is very dedicated to insuring
we stay financially sound.

Regarding Alzheimer’s we donate monthly to a local Adult Respite Care organization in
Summerville, so those donations are local and reported to Olivia Williams as required each
month. During conference 50/50 drawing for Alzheimer’s timeline, we sell those tickets. This
year we conducted our own 50/50 raffle as the conference was virtual.
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Like all chapters we have some vacancies in various chapter positions, but we figure it out as we
go. Hard to get anyone to volunteer to assume any role leadership or otherwise.
Joe Kohut, our Membership Chairperson works tirelessly to recruit new members. We have
accompanied BC/BS to health fairs in the past when available and set up a recruiting table the
health fair with some very limited success.
We also set up a recruiting table at our local county fair Senior Day. We get lots of interest
especially with potential members wanting information about open season and we provide
Alzheimer’s literature to whoever stops at our table. We answer lots of HR type retirement
questions from festival goers. Senior Day was cancelled last year, we hope to participate this
October.
We have a very dedicated Legislative Officer, Ken Coates who keeps us updated with all things
legislative. His personal interest is keeping us up to date with the latest scams and discusses
that each month also.
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CHAPTER PRESIDENT REPORT
TRI-COUNTY ROCK HILL CHAPTER NO. 1180
This chapter continues to meet the second Tuesday at The Little Cafe in Rock Hill every month
for luncheons, business meetings and fellowship. At our meetings we discuss current events
and issues that are on-going in the community. We exchange ideas relating to health and
pertinent happenings in
the area.
We raise money for Alzheimer's by collecting an annual donation. In addition, Kevin Toevs
participated in a Run/Walk for Alzheimer's this last year.
The chapter members sponsored him, and this year he will walk again. Judithanne Hare will
join him (with her new knee) at least for a short distance.
She plans to cheer him on the rest of the way with pom-poms waving.
The chapter has been working on an effort to secure names and information of members who
are National only and reside in our area. They may
not be aware that there is a chapter that meets monthly in Rock Hill. We have met with some
resistance at the National Office in regard to this
request. The chapter President has been working with Katherine Hensley at National to get the
information.
We love our social events and have a Christmas Party every year for members and guests. In
July we celebrate our Country's freedom by having
a summer indoor picnic (at a restaurant). All who attend are treated to a free lunch.
Respectfully submitted,
Judithanne Hare
President
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NEWBERRY CHAPTER REPORT

Debbie Hill
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EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT (EVP) REPORT TO THE FEB
ROBBIE ANN WHITE
JULY 12, 2022

It is great seeing all of you who came today. Thank you for
making the effort. I miss our time to catch up on these occasions and
hopefully meet new people.
I have learned a few new things about EVP requirements. But
of course it has been a couple years I’ve been absent for the most part.
I invite you to call me if there is anything I can do to assist in your
duties in the chapter. Or if you just need to catch up.
My subject today is Bylaws and the Federation Guidelines.
I did receive 8 chapter bylaws when we asked a little more than
2 years ago. Thank you to each chapter who responded.
This year, review your chapter bylaws to make sure covid19 did
not affected your chapter’s way of doing business as stated in chapter
bylaws. Clemson Chapter suspended a number of meetings and lost
their meeting location. So the meeting location is a change for us.
Small changes some time slip by, that needs to be checked. If you need
to make some corrections the process is the same. Email me you
corrected bylaw; I will make sure there are no conflicts with Federation
or National and let you know to send them to National for approval.
When they are returned from National send me an approved copy by
email to file.
National has changes submitted by Federations and even some
chapters. When we get the post conference approved changes then
there will be work to do. We will be working them into the Federation
Bylaws and after that your work will begin.
I am looking forward to the annual conference in 2023. The
Federation bylaws will need to be reviewed and update according to
changes made at the 2022 National Conference. As a chapter member
you may see something you would like to change in your chapter
bylaws and/or the Federation bylaws. There is a process found on
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page 32 of the Federation Guidelines posted on SCNARFE.org. The
Resolutions form to use is posted above it for Federation changes. You
have a 90 day window. Your form is sent to me; the committee must
review and prep before sending the change request out to chapters 45
days pre conference. Hopefully they will be able to meet and discuss
how to vote before the conference. Any changes passed will then be
worked into the Federation Bylaws and the affects likewise into your
bylaws.
The SOUTH CAROLINA FEDERATION RESOLUTION for may be
used for complements or other recognitions as well as changes. So if
you wanted to give someone a big thank you for their work that that
helped the Federation that is a good use.
One more thought: Be sure your annual finance audit is done.
Have any questions, send me a text.

Robbie Ann White, EVP
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